GET Holiday READY
25% OFF A SINGLE ITEM
NOVEMBER 1-17
25% OFF A SINGLE ITEM IN-STORE

ABERCROMBIE & FITCH
Excludes fragrance and gift cards.

AÉROPOSTALE
Code: 50042564

ANN TAYLOR FACTORY
Can be combined with other in-store offers. Cannot be combined with other coupons. Code: 30060010187

BANANA REPUBLIC FACTORY
Excludes clearance, leather apparel, and gift cards. Code: HOLIDAY25

BARLEY CREEK TASTING ROOM & PUB
25% off one retail item. Excludes to-go cocktails, liquor, and beer.

BASS FACTORY OUTLET
Code: L1 Rackcard 25% Item

BROOKS BROTHERS
Excludes final sale and sample sale merchandise. Code: 3369

CALVIN KLEIN
Code: 500022781000

CARTER’S
Valid in stores only. Excludes clearance, doorbusters, Treasure Box and Skip Hop. Other restrictions may apply. To see all terms and conditions visit carters.com/couponpolicy. We reserve the right to modify or discontinue this offer at any time without notice. Void where prohibited. Code: 069893

CHOCOLATEWORKS
25% off a pound or more of handmade chocolates.

CLAIRES
Excludes ear piercing. Code: 04

CLARKS
Code: CLK25
25% OFF A SINGLE ITEM IN-STORE

COLUMBIA SPORTSWEAR COMPANY

THE COSMETICS COMPANY STORE
Cannot be combined with last chance sale.
Code: GETREADY

CREPE SOLEIL
25% off any savory or sweet crepe.

CROCS

EXPRESS FACTORY OUTLET

FOSSIL

FRAGRANCE OUTLET
Offer valid on a single niche fragrance. Cannot be combined with other offers, promotions or discounts. Code: N25

GAP FACTORY STORE
Code: SIMON25

GUESS FACTORY

HANESBRANDS
Excludes clearance. Code: 192503850548

HARRY & DAVID
Valid only on a single regularly priced merchandise item that is in-store at the time of purchase. Code: 347129

J.CREW FACTORY

JOCKEY INTERNATIONAL
Code: 000009118201

LEVI'S® OUTLET STORE
Code: VD25PRE

LOFT OUTLET
Combiable with in-store offers.
Excludes clearance. Cannot be combined with other coupons. Code: 40010011259

MAIDENFORM
Excludes clearance. Code: 192503850548

MERRELL
Excludes clearance, Aetrex, and One & Only. Code: SIMONGHR2019
25% OFF A SINGLE ITEM IN-STORE

MICHAEL KORS
Exclusions and conditions apply. See store associate for details.

NAUTICA
Watches and fragrances excluded. Code: HOL025

NEW BALANCE FACTORY OUTLET
Code: 11119

THE NORTH FACE OUTLET
Cannot be applied to clearance. Code: SIMNOV25

OLD NAVY OUTLET
Excludes gift cards, clearance, jewelry, beauty, and register lane items.

OSHKOSH B’GOSH
Valid in stores only. Excludes clearance, doorbusters, Treasure Box and Skip Hop. Other restrictions may apply. To see all terms and conditions visit carters.com/couponpolicy. We reserve the right to modify or discontinue this offer at any time without notice. Void where prohibited. Code: 069893

POCONO CHEESECAKE CAFE
25% off one whole 10-inch Cheesecake. Sampler excluded from this offer.

POLO RALPH LAUREN CHILDREN’S FACTORY STORE
Code: Q7321

POLO RALPH LAUREN FACTORY STORE
Code: Q7321

REEBOK
Code: 8804073

SKECHERS
Code: E2K

TALBOTS OUTLET

TALLMEN
Exclusions and restrictions apply. In store only. See store associates for details. Code: 501167

TOMMY HILFIGER
Code: 500022938000
25% OFF A SINGLE ITEM IN-STORE

**TOMMY KIDS**
Code: 500022938000

**UNDER ARMOUR**
Not valid on Rock and Curry merchandise. Code: MKTG01766

**THE UNIFORM OUTLET**
Valid only on regular-priced items. Not valid on shoes and stethoscopes. Not valid online.

**VAN HEUSEN | IZOD COMPANY STORE**
PVG associates not eligible. Code: 500022783000

**VERIZON, TCC**

**WILSONS LEATHER**
Excludes clearance and is not combinable. Code: T11 GHR 25% off 1 Item

**YANKEE CANDLE**
Code: 888103119

Must be presented at time of purchase. Cannot be combined with any other offer or discount. Limit one offer per purchase. Not valid on gift certificates, gift cards or prior purchases. No cash value. Offer subject to change without notice. See store for details, as some restrictions may apply. Valid only at participating Simon centers. Expires 11/17/19.